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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the designed elements of a diploma. Etymologically, the word diploma means a paper that is folded in two. However, the current value and meaning is far beyond this basic physical description. Diplomas are valuable papers that represent significant aspects in two different layers: the first one being the demonstration of personal accomplishment and the second being the representation of the institution. The design of diplomas therefore should reflect and uplift the identity of the university and at the same time carry the latest innovations and technologies to prevent from forgery. Combining the elements of graphic design on a diploma with security systems is the main subject of research of this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diplomas are documents given by educational institutions conferring a degree on a person or certifying that the person has satisfactorily completed a course of study [1]. There are more than 20,000 universities worldwide [2] and considering the millions of graduates from these universities, the number of diplomas printed every year is an important design problem. A diploma is a document that needs to have archival quality as well as a sustainable nature in its physical aspects. When the security and corporate identity aspects add to these, it becomes a complex design product that needs to be examined.

Security printing is an area in which emerging technologies are combined with the classic approaches of graphic design. Money, bonds, cheques are some examples that usually carry the conventional design elements but use high technology security elements to prevent forgery. Diplomas also have this aspect of carrying classic language of design while using forgery-preventing methods (such as OVD’s, filigrees, guilloche, QR-codes etc.) all of which are a designed product on its own.

This research examines the design of diplomas in two levels. The first level is the security level and the design of security elements, and the second level is the design level that includes the identity of educational institutions communicated by the graphic design of the diploma, as well as the sustainability and the print production issues.

II. THE SECURITY LEVEL OF DIPLOMA DESIGN

Rudolf Van Renesse defined a security printed document as “using a print media to produce a document whose identity, validity, and authenticity can be verified [3].” Diplomas are an important example for security printed documents, and they carry their university’s identity while carrying the responsibility to secure the information and honor proposed on them. With the advance of desktop publishing and the democratization of production techniques after 1980’s, forgery started to become a bigger issue and many different methods of security printing have emerged.

The number of earned PhD degrees in the United States is 40,000 to 45,000 each year. The number of fake PhDs bought each year from diploma mills exceeds 50,000. In other words, more than half of all people claiming a new PhD have a fake degree[4]. This fact opens a new area for security technologies that has been widely used in money and other secured documents; showing that diplomas are one of the most copied documents.

The security printing elements usually are covered in two categories: Overt and Covert [5]. The overt category includes the security levels that can be seen by the naked eye and is open to all users, while the covert category includes security techniques that needs validation with the help of a gadget or laboratory and can’t be seen by the naked eye.
According to Holopak [6], one of the world’s largest suppliers of security hot stamping foils, a properly designed OVD typically carries three levels of verification:

- The first carries an easily detectable security element that can be verified with minimal training and simple tools, either with direct sight or by using a magnifying glass.
- At the next level, an inspector using relatively simple tools, such as a small microscope, pocket laser beam of light, or a portable ultraviolet (UV) light, can determine the authenticity of the security device.
- The final level of verification provides the most sophisticated security. The authenticity of this device is confirmed by a senior forensic specialist utilizing lab equipment and specialized testing devices.

For diplomas the use of the first two methods is appropriate. It is also vital to conduct a multi-level approach by using a security product from each level. Security paper as diplomas should carry various security elements simultaneously [7].

The methods that can be used for diplomas can be listed as follows:

a. OVD (Hologram/Trustseal): Optical Variable Device or OVD is an iridescent foil with an image, such as a hologram, that is hard to copy or replicate. “Holograms represent a complex technology, but with the resources available today, there is a fairly low barrier to entry. If brand owners or document providers are concerned about current or potential exposure to counterfeiting, it is important for them to recognize there are more effective and viable solutions available. That’s where the most advanced and proprietary OVD’s such as Kinégram and Trustseal come in, allowing one o truly raise the bar and enhance the level of security provided.”[8]

OVDs can vary in size and shape, as well as the design of the interior image, they can also have various effects such as relief, mini texts, colored areas, matt areas, black or gold areas. The designer works in a vector format software to produce these images.

b. **Anti-Copy Ink:** A security device that is used to differ the original from the copy is the anti-copy ink, a special fluorescent orange ink which is applied to the surface in the offset printing stage. The areas where the ink is applied cannot be seen in photocopy or scan. The application of the ink in the diploma design should be apparent by the naked eye and should be homogenous throughout the design so that all parts of the document carry this security feature.

c. **Security Fibre:** A security feature that is based on the paper substrate, security fibres are small viscose or polyamide particles inside the paper. These fibres can be visible to the naked eye, and/or can appear with the presence of UV light [9].

The selection of the paper and the option to be seen by the UV light and the colour palette of the paper and the fibres is among the features the graphic designer needs to make decisions on according to the overall design.

d. **Laser guard:** The printing of diplomas is usually done in two stages. The first stage is the offset printing stage where the standard diploma outline is printed, and the second one is the laser printing stage where the specific information of the graduate and the name of the specific program and graduation dates are filled in. Laser guard is a paper feature that prevents the toner of the laser printer from being scratched away from the paper. This prevents alteration of the original document.

The laser guard paper has special fibres that absorb the toner ink, and when scratched, the areas that are being scratched become corrupted so the document cannot be used anymore.

e. **QR Code:** A security device that uses an electronically generated code to link the source to verify. QR codes can be used in diplomas to create a link between the diploma document and the education institution.

f. **Guilloche:** A security device that is usually seen in money and cheques, a guilloche is an elaborate motif, usually drawn with many thin lines and cannot be copied by hand. In diplomas, guilloche can both be used in the background and as a frame. There are also some vector software that can be used to be used to generate guilloche patterns.
Visual 2. Screenshot of Excentro. A software used to design guilloche. (Source: Dilek Erdogan Aydın)

**g. Filigrees (Watermark):** A security feature that is based on the paper substrate, filigrees are images or type that appear when the paper is looked at in front of a light source. Filigrees are produced in the paper production stage where special moulds are applied to the paper pulp. Some paper companies offer ready made design of filigrees and it is also possible to produce a special filigree for a specific institution. The design of this filigree should also be conducted by the graphic designer of the diploma.

Visual 3. **Left:** The moulded mesh used to produce the paper with the watermark. **Right:** The watermark can be observed when paper is looked at in front of a light source. (Source: http://www.cartaamanonelleande.org/IT/galleria_filigrane)
III. THE GRAPHIC LEVEL OF DIPLOMA DESIGN

A diploma represents a university’s history, its roots, its prestige and its vision. It is the most valuable document a university distributes. While representing the corporate identity of the university, diplomas also carry the responsibility of hosting a university’s respectability and value in one single surface.
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Graphic design has the power and ability to represent such notions on printed and digital environments. From the page layout to the print production, graphic designer’s responsibility is to project the university’s identity and vision on the diploma in an accurate way. In Picture 1, examples of diplomas from various institutions are shown. These five different designs convey different images of their institutions. For example, it can be argued that Diploma A represents an older, rooted and conservative university, whereas Diploma B university is a relatively new, approachable and mild institution. The visual communication of the diploma in Diploma C is classic, poetic and conceited, whereas in Diploma D a bureaucratic, modest and momentary language, and in Diploma E a more modern, minimal and mundane language is used. To be
able to implement a successful design, the institutions should determine its mission and vision accurately and the designer should be able to represent these values through the design of the document.

Diplomas are valuable papers that represent significant aspects in two different layers:

- Diploma is a demonstration of a personal accomplishment: Diplomas are the proof of the degree taken, and therefore they should be able to visually represent the value of the achievement. Diplomas should also be able to build a connection between the student and the institution, and promote a sense of trust and adherence.

- Diploma is a significant representation of the institution: Diplomas are one of the vital elements of the corporate identity of the institution. “Corporate identity is the most important strategic value an institution can have” [10]. The corporate image perception on masses directly relates to the corporate identity design and diplomas should be able to successfully carry and sustain this value.

Keeping these two layers in mind, the designer needs to design the different levels of information and communication.

When it comes to diploma design, the prestigious values to be represented on paper, appear in forms of complicated material and techniques. The valuable documents accommodate security printing techniques (covered in Chapter II) which make printing stage a more complicated and difficult stage. The order of printing gilded ink, the application hologram, and the laser print for individual naming of diplomas for example, can effect the whole process and the outcome. Another important matter is the circulation and number of editions. The average number of graduates of the institution directly effects the production technique of the diplomas.

Diploma is a conclusive and a perpetual document at the same time: it represents the end of the educational era, and continues to demonstrate an honour in the future. Therefore, the design of diploma should feature these aspects; it should be able to represent the honour and should be sustainable and archival.

There are usually different levels of print production to consider: the offset printed production stage in which the standard information and the identity of the university as well as the security aspects are produced, and the laser printing stage in which the specific information of the graduate is laser printed on the already offset printed half-empty form. When the number of graduates is lower, the individualization of diplomas can be applied by hand by a calligrapher.

The laser printing stage produces some restrictions in design: The institute’s authorized officers who will be printing the specific information needs to be able to use the fonts, spacing, kerning accurately to keep the overall design, therefore it is important for the graphic designer to foresee such problems and prevent any design mistakes by using an accessible font and giving specific instructions beforehand if needed.
IV. THE MAIN BODIES OF A DIPLOMA

The main bodies of a diploma can be listed as follows and can be grouped as the recto elements that are placed in the front side of the paper, verso page elements that are placed in the back side of the paper, paper elements that are intrinsic qualities of the paper and other elements such as the presentation and distribution elements. This is a general list however, and not all of the elements below are necessary in every diploma and the final list depends on each institutions needs and requests:

a. Recto elements

The front side of diploma carries the main elements of information. The main components such as the name of the graduate and the institution logo are placed on the recto. The ornaments and guilloche is usually used on the recto as well, and the hierarchy of information should be carefully implemented. The elements on the recto side are usually as follows:

- Logo area
- Type of Diploma/Degree
- Name and Surname of the Graduate
- Text
- Official Seal (OVD)
- Signature of Rector /and Dean
- Border/frame guilloche
- Background guilloche
- Anti-copy ink design/guilloche

b. Verso elements

The verso of the diploma usually carries the information of the identity card of the graduate and the information to be traced by authorities. The name and address of the graduate can also be placed to be seen through window envelope and in this case should be designed accordingly.

All of the security elements should be easily controlled by the authorities who need approval of the authenticity of the document. The information on which security precautions are used, and how it can be checked, should be clearly explained on the diploma. This information is usually given on the recto of the document. This information is especially vital for diplomas with higher circulation. A diploma should not only carry the appropriate security elements, but also be able to give explanation and motivation to check the authenticity.
The elements on the recto side are usually as follows:

- Diploma Number
- Detailed Identity Information of Graduate
- QR Code
- Security Explanation/Information

c. Paper elements

These elements are the security elements that are intrinsic to the paper. A paper choice with a filigree (watermark) is usually one of these intrinsic elements. The filigree can be selected from a selection of ready-made designs or can be customized. The customized design can be designed by the diploma designer in collaboration with the paper company designers. It should be kept in mind that the production of the customized filigree means the production of paper itself, and adds a few months to the production period.

The security paper has also elements that need to be decided by the designer. The decisions of colour and type of invisible and visible fibres should be made keeping the overall diploma design in mind. The elements paper as follows:

- Filigree design
- Security Fibre options

d. Other elements

The diploma is a valuable document and the presentation design of this document is as important as the document itself. The envelope and the folder of the diploma are the first elements the user confronts. Therefore the design of these elements should reflect, consummate and enhance the diploma.

Another aspect to consider is how the diploma reaches its owner. If sent by post, the folder and the envelope should be designed accordingly. The designer should make research on how this path of transportation and make choices of material and design. Window envelopes, the archival quality of the folder, the presentation quality of the folder are among decisions to be made at this point. Other elements can be listed as follows:

- Presentation Folder
- Envelope

Other factors to consider while designing a diploma is the archival quality of the paper and the ink, the sustainability of the design and the materials used, the cohesion of paper, offset ink and laser toner ink as well as the cohesion of various diplomas given by the same institution.
CONCLUSION

Graphic design is a very broad area ranging from web design to book design, and in each different medium, the designer needs to learn the technical aspects and technologies that are specific to that medium. Diploma design is a perfect example of how only a single piece of paper can carry so much information and different materials and technologies in its body. It is also a great example to remind designers how production gives shape to the design itself.

When designing a diploma, the security advances and procedures are the most important elements to consider and start to think about. Diploma is a subject of design with high security, therefore it is vital to first learn the newest technology on security printing and paper. However, it is not always possible to control every step and learn every technology and software, especially in security design. The software being used to create guilloches, holograms, trust seals, may not be available to the designer. The companies who create trustseals usually do the final work in a self-enclosed way for security reasons. Therefore, the communication between the companies should be well made.

The circulation and edition is another subject of great importance. The number of graduates of the institution can vary from 100 to 1 million, and this makes a great difference in the approach to production. This number can change everything from the handwritten graduate names to decisions on OVD’s. For example, the cost of trustseal mold production (origination) can make a big difference in the budget for lower circulations, while in higher circulations, the designer should consider the diplomas to be filled in with a special software on the computer and the fonts and specifications should be arranged accordingly.

A diploma is a design product that is a vital part of the corporate identity of a university. The design of a diploma should be sustainable in two levels. The first level is the consistency of the identity. The elements used in the corporate identity and the mission and vision of the institution should be reflected through the design of the diploma. The material and production should be designed to maintain the same quality over the years. The institution should be able to control the consistency of the production and the overall quality. To maintain the quality, a commission of designers can be formed.

The second level of sustainability is the permanence and durability of the document subsequent to production and distribution. After the diplomas are printed and distributed, the potential archiving means should be predicted and paper stock and ink should be chosen accordingly. In higher numbers of circulation, the choice of materials and design has a bigger impact on economical issues as well as ecological. The designer therefore has to choose the optimum design to reduce any waste and avoid any possible ecological harm caused by the production.

A successful diploma design should be able to offer a long term solution, thus, to establish a healthy communication of the institution and ensure the permanence and sustainability of this image. All design decisions to be implemented to the diploma should be made in a long term perspective.
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